		
		
By the time Keith Branch stepped into
the Columbia recording studios in Sydney on
June 20th 1947, the popularity of Hawaiian music was starting its slow and steady decline. Although it wouldn’t begin its official demise until
the mid-1950s, after World War II the style was
nowhere near as popular as it was in its heyday
of the 1930s.
		
The six recordings made by Branch for
the Regal Zonophone label sit at an interesting
point in the development of the Hawaiian genre
in Australia; then at the tail-end of its influence
as a form of mainstream popular music. The
style had not yet been subsumed into the “exotica” and “easy listening” categories, and the
rock and roll craze, which eclipsed most preWWII pop music, was still years to come.
The electric steel guitar sound so synonymous
with the genre had also not yet succumbed to
the garish performance style so characteristic of later steel players, who incorporated techniques like excessive glissando and heavy
use of the volume pedal. Later vinyl-era recordings of Hawaiian hapa haole music tended to feature more elaborate and “exotic”
orchestral arrangements, and were mostly instrumental. The combination of Branch’s sensitive steel playing, sparse accompaniment
(guitar, uke and bass), along with crooner-style vocalising, stand in contrast to these later shifts.
The songs themselves reflect a greater awareness in Australia’s position and connection to the wider Pacific, with references to Hawaiian culture but also Tongan and Māori. Although they are ostensibly pop songs, authored or adapted by white Australian/New
Zealand composers, and recorded for profit, the themes mark a trend towards more local and topical songwriting, and a broader
sense of “Australianness”.

Almost nothing is known about Branch, except for this short note in the Port Macquarie News and Hastings River Advocate of July 4, 1947:
“Those interested in music – and the success of a local lad – will be pleased to hear that
Mr. Keith Branch, who was born in Port Macquarie and lived here most of his life, is now
getting somewhere with his musical career. Keith has always been interested in music
and his major success to date came recently with an engagement with Columbia Recording Co., of Homebush, to record several of his own musical arrangements. It is further
interesting to note that these recordings will be released in a week or so, under the brand
of Regal Zonophone. Keith’s combination is known as “Keith Branch and his South Sea
Islanders.” The opportunity above mentioned has brought offers from several radio shows.
No doubt there will be a fair amount of local interest in the recordings when they are
available.”
Despite the reporter’s enthusiasm, there is an absence of information in the digitised
newspapers of Trove to confirm any further activities of Branch and his ensemble, live
or on radio. It is not even clear if Branch actually played an instrument during his recording sessions. The article cites Branch as a “musician” who recorded “several of his
own musical arrangements”, but does not specify what instrument he played. It has to
be assumed for now that as he was the leader of this group that he played its principal
instrument – the electric steel.
Although Branch’s musical legacy is brief, the recordings made under his name were
kept in the EMI catalogue right until the mid-1950s, just before 78s were phased out
altogether. Over 70 years later, his recordings are reissued here for the very first time.
I hope that this compilation is one in a series of many that are dedicated to the overlooked recordings of Hawaiian music made in Australia during the 78rpm era.
More to come...
- Michael Alexandratos, July 2018.

								TRACK LISTING
All tracks recorded in Sydney, Australia.

1. Malo Lelei*
(Phil Skinner, 1946)

Keith Branch & His South Sea Islanders, Vocal Chorus by Colin Mace
Recorded June 20, 1947
Regal Zonophone G25131/Mx: CT 2403

When you’re called away from the one that you love,
You’ll be safely guarded from harm
By Unseen Hands from above.
And where e’er you roam, near or over the sea,
Know a heart’s repeating the prayer, “MALO LELEI”.

2. Where the Blue Gums Turn Red in the Sunset*
(Lyric: Ken Taylor – Music: Ernie Davidson, 1946)

Keith Branch & His South Sea Islanders, Vocal Chorus by Colin Mace
Recorded June 20, 1947
Regal Zonophone G25131/Mx: CT 2404

Where the blue gums turn red in the sunset
And the red gums turn blue with the night,
There my heart longs to go, down an old trail I know,
Where the breeze in the trees sings a song I love so,
Let me rest when my journey is ended
And the end of the trail is in sight.
Where the blue gums turn red in the sunset,
And the red gums turn blue with the night.

3. Manu Rere (A Maori Love Song)

4. Pokarekare

(Ernest McKinlay, 1936)

(Ernest McKinlay, 1936)

Keith Branch & His South Sea Islanders, Vocal Chorus
by Colin Mace
Recorded June 20, 1947
Regal Zonophone G25152/Mx: CT 2405

Sweetheart where I e’er so small a bird,
Swiftly to your loving arms I’d fly,
There to hold you and caress you,
My beloved turn to me.
Tho’ my body still is sleeping,
Yet my spirit hovers near thee,
Still for you my heart is beating,
Oh my darling come to me.
Now a long farewell e hine,
Must you go away and leave me,
Here alone in grief I’m pining,
Sobbing for you tenderly.

Keith Branch & His South Sea Islanders, Vocal Chorus
by Colin Mace
Recorded June 20, 1947
Regal Zonophone G25152/Mx: CT 2406

Tho’ troubled are the waters of the Waiapu,
Yet at thy approach beloved,
How tranquil they become.
Oh my belov’d, come soon to me,
Or I shall die, alas, all for the love of thee.
I have written you a letter,
And enclosed with it a ring,
If your people should see them
Then the trouble will begin.
Oh my belov’d, come soon to me,
Or I shall die, alas, all for the love of thee.
My love will never wither in the rays of the sun,
But e’er be moistened and refresh’d by my tears.
Oh my belov’d, come soon to me,
Or I shall die, alas, all for the love of thee.

5. My Hawaiian Flower*
(Ethel Wood, 1937)

Keith Branch & His South Sea Islanders, Vocal Chorus by Colin Mace
Recorded June 20, 1947
Regal Zonophone G25140/Mx: CT 2407

Flower of Hawaii, Honolulu pearl,
You and your music have stolen my heart.
I shall remember you when we’re apart,
Always your sweet melody
comes to me across the sea.
I’ll ne’er forget when first we met,
My Hawaiian flower.
6. Magic and Moonlight*
(Iris Mason & Hal Saunders, 1945)

Keith Branch & His South Sea Islanders, Vocal Chorus by Colin Mace
Recorded June 20, 1947
Regal Zonophone G25140/Mx: CT 2408

Magic and moonlight, and you in Hawaii,
Under a heaven of blue, we made a heaven for two,
Now I’m alone with the moon of Hawaii,
God is the magic away dear with you.
Murmurs of the evening breeze
Whisper softly through the trees
Telling me waiting is through,
When you return all my dreams will come true
Magic and moonlight, Hawaii and you.
(*) indicates an Australian composition.
Note: personnel for these recordings are unknown, apart from Keith Branch on electric steel guitar and Colin Mace as vocalist.
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